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In the 19th and 20th centuries, when 
information was scarce, stockpiling 
knowledge, mostly in the form of  a 
University degree, usually ensured lifelong 
employment. The advent of  computers, 
that could do cognitive tasks that were so 
far considered the monopoly of  us humans, 
meant that any routine, rule-based job that 
could be reduced to an algorithm was done 
better, faster and cheaper by computers.

The future of  the global economy is predicted to be the 
shape of  an hourglass, with high-skill high-wage jobs at 
the top, low-skill low-wage jobs at the bottom, and the

Why Timeless Lifeskills 
Workshops & Clubs?

Job 
Polarisation

Technological 
Unemployment

Unless young people learn the right skills that take them towards the top-end 
of  the jobs spectrum they will end up at the bottom where increasing supply 
of  workers and stagnant demand will only lead to still lower wages and 
unemployment. 

Question is, what are the high-end skills that lead to high-wage jobs? Like the 
primary colours: Red, Green, and Blue, which can be mixed to create millions 
of  colours, are there some core skills that once honed allow a young person to 
learn dozens of  other new skills?  

At Timeless Lifeskills (TLS), we think Yearning to Learn, Learning to Learn, and 
Learning to Think are three such RGB skills. Along with learning these RGB 
skills, young people also need to cultivate Learning to Be disposition, which is 
essential for joyful living.

And now, with machine learning and Artificial 
Intelligence, computers are becoming capable of  
performing even more complex cognitive tasks. A 
combination of  AI and robotics is changing the very 
fabric of  employment and entrepreneurship.  

High-Skill,	  
High-Wage

mid-tier routine jobs getting squeezed out because 
these are done more efficiently by intelligent machines.
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Low-Skill,	
Low-Wage



1. TLS WORKSHOPS 

In TLS workshops, students do hands-on activities in themes that are 
topical. For example, tinkering activities in emerging technologies like 
robotics and Internet of  Things, or in Vocational Skills 2.0 like 
animation and multimedia content creation. These workshops are 
targeted at 11+ age-group and run for around 1.5 hours. The focus is 
on tinkering and learning-by-doing. Developing key life skills like 
learning-to-learn, learning-to-think, collaboration, and problem-solving 
are embedded in the workshop activities. The workshops also include 
Pause & Ponder sessions that focus on cultivating key dispositions like 
questing mindset (curious, imaginative, resilient) and life-long learner 
mindset (yearning to learn, ability to use internet resources, taking 
ownership of  learning).

Two fun ways TLS offers students an opportunity to learn these key skills 
and dispositions are:

2. TLS CLUBS 

While TLS Workshops are activity-based, TLS Clubs are more project-
based. The Clubs can be thought of  as a combination of  workshops 
around one theme. For example, TLS Digital Media Literacy Club 
combines the workshops on animation, short-film making, website, and 
infographics creation. In the Clubs, 15+ age-group students work 
collaboratively on one project, which could be the creation of  an 
animated story, or scripting, shooting and editing a short-film. Over a 
period of  a few weeks, typically one school term, a Club has around 10 
one-hour sessions with the instructor. In addition to this, the students 
also work on their own. At the end of  a term, each team has an artefact 
ready to showcase. Since the project work goes on for a few weeks, 
students learn planning, decision-making, time and resource 
management skills besides developing key life skills and dispositions. 

TLS Workshops are activity based, 
TLS Clubs are project-based
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Future-Ready 
(employable in the emerging economy) 

& Life-Ready 
(health, well-being, and joyful living)

Making Young People
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Life Skills
Future-Ready Life-Ready
Learning 
to Learn

Taking	ownership	
of	learning.	Making	
the	most	of	online	
learning	resources

Learning 
to Think
Cri>cal,	Crea>ve,	Design	
and	Computa>onal	
Thinking,	Thinking	Like	
an	Expert	(scien>st,	
historian,	geographer,	
economist,	writer…)Learning to 

Earn & Give
Financial	Literacy,	

Impact-based	
Philanthropy

Learning to 
Listen & Tell
Listening,	
Communica>ng,	Story-
telling,	Informa>on	&	
New	Media	Literacy,	
Persuasion,	Nego>a>on

Learning to 
Collaborate

Team	Work,	Thriving	
in	Diversity

Solving Complex 
Problems
Problem	Defini>on,	
PaOern-Recogni>on,	
Connec>ng	the	Dots,	
Innova>on,	Judicious	
Decision	Making

Comfort with 
Technology

Big	Data,	AI,	Bots,	Block	
Chain,	Internet	of	

Things...	Future	of	Work

Learning 
to Be

Leadership

Civic & 
Ecological 

Sense

Emotional 
Intelligence

Being Human

Health,	Wellbeing,	
Joyful	Living

Vision,	Ini>a>ve,	
Ability	to	Inspire,	
Integrity,	Courage

Rights	&	
Responsibili>es	of	
Ci>zenship,	Living	
in	Harmony	with	
other	Creatures	
and	with	Nature Self-Awareness,	

Self-Regula>on,	
Mo>va>on,	
Empathy,	Social-
Skills

Physiologically,	
Psychologically,	

Emo>onally,	
Socially,	and	

Financially		Ready	
for	a	100-year	Life

Dispositions

Positive Mindset
Exuberance,	Equanimity

Lifelong Learner 
Mindset

Yearning	to	Learn,	Focus,	Perseverance,	Hard	Work,	
Self-Control	(ability	to	delay	gra>fica>on	and	self-
regula>on),	Growth	Mindset,	Meta-Cogni>on

Questing Mindset
Curiosity,	Imagina>on,	Grit,	Resilience,	
Ability	to	Formulate	Probing	Ques>ons

ENTREPRENEURIAL 
MINDSET

Overcome	Fear	of	Failure,	Taking	Ini>a>ve	
&	Ownership,	Value-Crea>on,	Risk	Taking,	

Financial	&	Business	Acumen

Service Mindset
Meaning	&	Purpose	(pursuit	of	goals	
larger	than	self-interest),	Empathy,	
Generosity,	Humility,	Gra>tude



TLS - The Second 
Strand of Education

Imagine education to be like the double-helix structure of  the DNA. 
The first strand is formal education, which is important for acquisition 
of  knowledge and a qualification. TLS Workshops & Clubs are the 
second strand of  education - non-formal, hands-on, fun ways of  
learning skills and dispositions imperative for making youngsters future-
ready and life-ready. 

Today’s exam-centric education unduly emphasises learning the content 
of  a discipline, usually by rote, and students often lack a deeper 
understanding of  fundamental concepts or episteme of  a discipline and 
the discipline’s underlying thinking framework.

For example, take Thinking Like a Scientist vs Thinking Like a Historian. 
While there are similarities in the two disciplines, the way a scientist 
thinks is also very different from the way a historian thinks. A scientist 
observes nature, formulates a hypothesis, makes a prediction, conducts 
experiments, and draws an inference about a natural phenomenon. A 
historian cannot conduct experiments on events that happened decades 
or centuries ago and can only rely on the provenance of  primary and 
secondary sources to interpret past events. 

In the context of  the 21st-century, when the future is VUCA - Volatile, 
Uncertain, Complex, and Ambiguous young people need to hone 
different modes of  thinking so that they can abstract new patterns from 
the knowledge they acquire and join the dots in novel ways to find 
innovative solutions to complex problems. Only then will they be able 
to create value and live a successful, purposeful, and joyful life.  

TLS Workshops and Clubs complement the first-strand of  
education by focusing on cultivating the frameworks of  thinking 
of  different disciplines and while doing activities and projects, 
students learn how experts in different disciplines think.

Students need to learn not only the knowledge 
of a discipline but also grasp how experts in 
that discipline think.
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How TLS Workshops & 
Clubs are Structured

Along with the acquisition of  knowledge and learning different 
frameworks of  thinking, for flourishing in the 21st-Century, young 
people also need to know about the emerging trends and technologies 
that are shaping their future.    

TLS Workshops & Clubs activities and projects are designed such that 
the young participants, 

• Cultivate dispositions that make them life-ready 
• Hone skills that make them future-ready  
• Grasp different modes of  thinking, and 
• Get familiar with emerging trends and technologies

The Layered Cake of TLS Workshops

Skills - Future-ready

Modes of Thinking 
(curriculum-linkage)

Emerging Trends & Technologies

Ha
nd

s-
on

Dispositions - Life-ready
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TLS Workshop: Illustrative Example

• In the Tinkering with Electronics workshop, students 
start by exploring basic concepts like - What do students 
think is electricity? Is the electricity in their school same 
as the one they see when there is a thunderstorm?

• Students then conduct experiments like exploring static electricity by 
sticking balloons to the wall or making their hair stand. 

• In groups of 5, students tinker with bulbs, motors, LED, switches and 
other components. After 15 minutes of tinkering, we explore what each 
group has made. Invariably they would have made random connections, 
and this leads to exploratory questions – Why is that group’s bulb glowing 
brighter? How has that group connected three components? 

• With senior students, this leads to a discussion on circuits, AC vs. 
DC, and on critical thinking questions like - Should we have DC power 
distribution now because most of the devices at home use DC?  

AC/
DC
• The Guided Discovery phase follows, where students have to ‘think 
like a scientist’ and conduct experiments. E.g. change the battery polarity 
and test the impact on each component. 

• The instructor then demonstrates a remote-control car and 
asks the children how do they think the car is going forward 
and reverse. Most of them connect the dots and say that the 
polarity of the motors attached to the wheels is being flipped.

• Students then build simple toy cars and the challenge is to 
make circuits to move the car forward, reverse, turn left and right, 
and add two LED headlights. In Robotics workshop, students learn 
about micro-controllers that control sensors and build robotic cars.

• Each workshop has ‘Pause & Ponder’ sessions for 
building critical thinking (why and how does this work), 
creative thinking (curiosity questions - how else, why 
not), and problem-solving (imagine new applications). 

• Gradually students learn to formulate better, more insightful questions 
and over a period of time, they learn new skills and dispositions.

Pause  
& 

Ponder
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Timeless Lifeskills 
WORKSHOPS

First, you have to fascinate them



Does the human body conduct electricity? 
Is leaf  an insulator or a conductor? What 
happens when you flip the polarity of  a DC 
motor? Think like a scientist, perform an 
experiment, and find out. And, that’s 
exactly what students do in this workshop - 
they observe, predict, conduct fun 
experiments, draw inferences, and learn to 
think like scientists.

Thinking like 
a Scientist

Lifeskills: Learning to Think, Learning to Learn, Learning to Collaborate, Problem-Solving 
Dispositions: Questing Mindset, Lifelong Learner Mindset, Positive Mindset 

Age-group: 11+ (Year 7 onwards) | Duration: 1.5 hours

Students build their curiosity, 
learn to formulate probing 
questions and understand how to 
conduct a fair test. During the 
Pause & Ponder sessions, students 
explore the concept of  
falsifiability and how it applies to 
determining pseudo-science. 
Students also come up with ideas 
about the practical applications of  
the scientific principles learned.
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How do you construct a bridge with craft 
sticks, such that it spans 10 inches and has 
the load bearing capacity of  at least 20 
kgs? How can you use hydraulics - 
syringes filled with water and joined with a 
plastic tube - to lift this bridge? How do 
you make a balloon-powered car go faster 
and travel a longer distance? Well, think 
like an Engineer.

Lifeskills: Problem Solving, Learning to Think, Learning to Collaborate 
Dispositions: Questing Mindset, Lifelong Learner Mindset, Positive Mindset 

Age-group: 11+ (Year 7 onwards) | Duration: 1.5 hours

Engineering is all about problem-
solving. It’s about Design Thinking 
- looking at a problem and coming 
up with innovative solutions while 
being mindful of  resource 
constraints. It’s about curiosity, 
imagination, and creativity. While 
engineering an elegant solution 
students also learn patience, 
perseverance, and resilience.

12

THINKING LIKE AN 

ENGINEER



Students tinker with the Component Tiles (wooden 
blocks with different components mounted on 
them like a bulb, DC motor, LED, switches and 
buzzer) and through exploration and discovery, 
learn about insulators, conductors, polarity, series 
and parallel circuits, and much more.

Students use this knowledge to make toothbrush bots 
and scribbler bots, and then let their imagination soar 
to convert these simple bots into fanciful creatures 
like aliens and dragons. This workshop lays the 
foundation for more advanced electronics, robotics, 
and Internet of  Things workshops.

Tinkering with 
Electronics

Lifeskills: Comfort with Technology, Problem-Solving, Learning to Think 
Dispositions: Questing Mindset, Lifelong Learner Mindset, Positive Mindset 

Age-group: 11+ (Year 7 onwards) | Duration: 1.5 hours
13



Students use copper tape and a coin 
cell to create simple circuits and 
learn to embed LEDs into their art. 
In an advanced workshop, sensors 
and programmable chips are added 
to create Interactive Electronic Art. 
Students also use their imagination 
to create simple electronic toys.

In addition to making Paper Circuits, students 
use flour dough mixed with salt, which makes 
it a conductor, and flour dough mixed with 
sugar, which makes it an insulator, to create 
3D objects, like flowers, animals, or fanciful 
shapes and embed LEDs and other electronic 
components into these objects. 

Lifeskills: Learning to Think, Problem-Solving, Learning to Collaborate 
Dispositions: Questing Mindset, Lifelong Learner Mindset, Positive Mindset 

Age-group: 11+ (Year 7 onwards) | Duration: 1.5 hours

Electronic Art & Craft
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Students learn about breadboards, assemble 
the chassis of  a car and figure out the circuit 
to make the car go forward, reverse, and turn 
left and right.  

Then they move on to the more serious 
business of  making a light-sensing robot. 
Finally, the students are ready to enter the 
world of  sensors and micro-controllers and 
they assemble different types of  micro-
controller based robots. 

For good fun, we also fly a Drone.

Lifeskills: Comfort with Technology, Problem-Solving, Learning to Think 
Dispositions: Questing Mindset, Lifelong Learner Mindset, Positive Mindset  

Age-group: 15+ (Year 10 onwards) | Duration: 2-4 hours

Robotics
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Students use conducting thread to sew electronic components, like LED, to 
cloth or felt and create e-textiles like wristbands and broaches. In advanced 
workshops, students learn to embed and programme Lilypad, a micro-controller 
specially designed for e-textiles, that allows embedding of  all kinds of  sensors 
and other components to create Smart Textiles.

Lifeskills: Comfort with Technology, Learning to Think, Problem-Solving 
Dispositions: Questing Mindset, Lifelong Learner Mindset, Positive Mindset  

Age-group: 15+ (Year 10 onwards) | Duration: 2-4 hours

E TE TILEXI

16



Smart-phones and tablets are also used to make short films. Students write 
the script, act, shoot, edit and even compose the music. Sometimes we even 
throw in a green-screen to add special effects. 

Students also learn how to create a YouTube channel for their school and 
how to share their multimedia artefacts on other social media.

Lifeskills: Learning to Listen & Tell, Learning to Think, Comfort with Technology 
Dispositions: Questing Mindset, Lifelong Learner Mindset, Positive Mindset  

Age-group: 11+ (Year 7 onwards) | Duration: 2-4 hours
17

Using free apps on smart-phones 
or tablets, students learn how to 
make different types of  
animation: stop-motion, 
claymation, pixelation, and time-
lapse. This activity is great for 
building creative expression, and 
also for making learning fun by 
animating topics of  study.

film-making
animation & 



Citizen Journalists

Field	Trips,	Interviews,	Editorial
School NewsWorkshop Edition 12/12/2017

Students choose a topic, research it online and offline, go on field-trips, 
interview local residents, discuss, debate and write articles, editorials, stories and 
more to produce a newspaper, which could be in a digital or physical format.  

A student editorial board lays down the parameters that decide which piece is 
worthy of  the front page and which one needs more work.

Lifeskills: Civic & Ecological Sense, Learning to Listen & Tell, Learning to Think 
Dispositions: Service Mindset, Questing Mindset, Lifelong Learner Mindset 

Age-group: 11+ (Year 7 onwards) | Duration: 2-10 hours
18



Situation Automatic  
Thoughts

Reaction 
Emotional 

Behavioural

Reflexive Interpretation

or Core Belief

If you are not happy with 
your reaction

Your automatic thoughts can be 
changed, not the situation

Understanding Your
Physiology  |  Psychology |  Emotions  |  Energy

User Manual of Me

With the human lifespan increasing, chances are that the young today will 
live to be a 100. Thus, staying physically, mentally, and emotionally fit 
becomes imperative. In this workshop, using pulse-oximeters, lung capacity 
meters, blood pressure meters and other equipment, students learn about the 
importance of  exercise, diet, and rest for health and fitness.  

They take fun psychological tests and also gain an understanding of  what 
neuroscience is telling us about the adolescent brain. The objective of  the 
workshop is to help students self-reflect upon their physical, psychological, 
and emotional well-being.

Lifeskills: Emotional Intelligence, Being Human, Learning to Think 
Dispositions: Positive Mindset, Questing Mindset, Lifelong Learner Mindset 

Age-group: 11+ (Year 7 onwards) | Duration: 2 hours
19



Students select a topic, formulate probing questions and 
search the web for answers to satisfy their curiosity. In the 
process, they gain information literacy - how to find 

quality information and validate its 
authenticity and accuracy.  

Students also learn to create presentations, 
infographics and podcasts to present their 
findings in engaging ways, thus building 
their digital communication skills. 

Lifeskills: Learning to Learn, Learning to Think, Comfort with Technology 
Dispositions: Questing Mindset, Lifelong Learner Mindset, Positive Mindset 

Age-group: 11+ (Year 7 onwards) | Duration: 2-4 hours
20
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All the student workshops are also 
offered to teachers, explaining to 
them how to conduct and build on 
these workshops.

Teachers also learn how they can 
master the art of  curation in 
education and how they can add the 
element of  gamification to enhance 
their classroom teaching.  

Latest research findings on project-
based learning, learner motivation, 
dispositions like emotional resilience, 
grit and growth mindset are also 
explained.

workshops for teachers

Lifeskills: Leadership, Learning to Learn, Learning to Think, Comfort with Technology 
Dispositions: Lifelong Learner Mindset, Service Mindset, Entrepreneurial Mindset  

Age-group: 25+| Duration: 2 hours

Fire Up the Learner Within
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Timeless Lifeskills 
CLUBS

Once fascinated, they become self-directed



In this Club, students learn how to effectively 
use digital devices such as smartphones, 
tablets, laptops, and PCs for purposes of  
communication, expression, and advocacy.

The projects done by the students help 
build essential skills of  inquiry, 
information authentication, and self-
expression, which are especially necessary 
skills for citizens of  a democracy.

Digital Media Literacy is also a Vocational 
Skill 2.0 that facilitates employability in 
media jobs like animation, graphic design, 
film-making, Virtual Reality and more.

The Digital Media Literacy Club combines the workshops on animation, 
short-film making, website and infographics design. We also explore Virtual 
Reality. Over 10 sessions of  1-hour duration each (which could be spread 
over one school-term), students work collaboratively on one project, which 
could be the creation of  an animated story, or scripting, shooting and editing 
a short-film, or creating multimedia presentations, or designing their school 
website, or presenting data and information in the form of  an infographic.

Lifeskills: Leadership, Civic & Ecological Sense, Learning to Listen & Tell, Learning 
to Think, Learning to Collaborate, Problem-Solving, Comfort with Technology 

Dispositions: Questing Mindset, Service Mindset, Entrepreneurial Mindset 
Age-group: 15+ (Year 10 onwards) | Duration: 10 hours

Digital Media 
Literacy

23



The objective of  this club is to let youngsters 
explore science, technology, engineering, and 
mathematics by doing fun, hands-on projects 
thereby igniting a lifelong interest in these subjects. 
Students are also encouraged to investigate cross-
curricular linkages. 

The STEM Club includes the workshops on 
Thinking Like a Scientist, Thinking Like an 
Engineer and Robotics. Projects include Internet 
of  Things, Virtual Reality, robotics, aviation, 
making simple hydraulic machines, designing 
cardboard furniture, building craft-sticks bridges, 
racing balloon and wind-powered cars and more.  

Investigative projects challenge students to get a 
deeper understanding of  real-world issues like the 
impact of  technology on future of  work, the 
nutritional value of  the food they eat, or impact of  
regular exercise on health & fitness. Students do 
research to better understand emerging trends and 
technologies like Artificial Intelligence, CRISPR, 
Quantum Computing and so forth.   

Lifeskills: Learning to Learn, Learning to Think, Learning to Collaborate,  
Problem-Solving, Leadership, Comfort with Technology 

Dispositions: Questing Mindset, Lifelong Learner Mindset, Positive Mindset 
Age-group: 15+ (Year 10 onwards) | Duration: 10 hours

24
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Young 
Innovators

How can you generate value from an ordinary rubber 
band, or with a bunch of  post-it notes, or paper clips?  

Inspired by ideas from Stanford Innovation Lab, this 
club helps students truly understand that the key to 
success in the 21st-Century is the ability to create 
value, which could be monetary, entertainment, social, 
convenience, health, or any other type of  value.  

Value is created when we are able to look at the world 
in entirely new ways, to make it better. At the heart of  
value-creation lies innovation. 

Innovation is all about looking at the world with a 
fresh perspective. It’s about not stopping at the first 
right idea you get and instead keep exploring for 
better ones. At the heart of  innovation is creative 
thinking. 

Projects done in this club focus on developing 
entrepreneurial traits and dispositions: 

Lifeskills: Leadership, Problem-Solving, Learning to Think, Learning to Collaborate 
Dispositions: Entrepreneurial Mindset, Questing Mindset, Lifelong Learner Mindset 

Age-group: 15+ (Year 10 onwards) | Duration: 10 hours

• Value-Creation 
• Risk Assessment 
• Facing Failure 
• Resilience

• Creativity & Innovation 
• Observation & Attention 
• Connecting Ideas 
• Problems into Opportunities

25

Timeless Lifeskills
Summer Challenge
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“What you're doing is really 
great. All the energy to you!”

“Awwwesomme 
class today!”

“Thank you for this great 
and rare opportunity.”

Students’ (laconic) 
Comments

“It was so interesting. I 
learnt many new things.”

“It was amazing!” “I want every student to get 
classes like this with you.”

“It was a fantastic 
class. We all loved it.”

“You taught well and good.”

“I liked the class very much. 
It was so interactive.”

“We want you to come and 
guide us on robotics.”

“Super, Sir.”

“Really informative.”

“Great teaching skill, 
sir.”



Talks on Life Skills  
for Corporates

How is technology (AI, Big Data, Block 
Chain, Internet of  Things…) transforming 
the economic landscape? Will there be any 
jobs left for us humans? Beyond expertise 
in a domain, what skills, competencies, and 
dispositions are required to flourish in the 
21st-Century? At our talks with companies, 
these are some of  the issues we explore.  

Starting with a fun, hands-on ice-breaking 
activity, these interactive talks use 
psychological puzzles, team-based thinking 
exercises, data from studies, and evidence 
from neuroscience to build a case for 
cultivating new skills and dispositions much 
needed for thriving in the new economy. 

A session is around one-hour duration, 
with a 15-minute ice-breaker activity, 25-
minute talk, and 20-minute Q&A. 

Don’t risk it 
physiologically, 
take a 
psychological 
risk instead.

27

Future Ready
Life Ready

Overcoming
Fear of Failure

Entrepreneurial
Dispositions
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Testimonials

“An engaging, exploratory workshop on tinkering and life skills was held by Mr 
Atul Pant. Students loved it. We thank Atul from bottom of  our heart for 
bringing new subjects to our students and hope for a repeat session in the near 
future.”                                 - Isha Vidhya school, Erode, India  | July 2017 

“Thanks once again for giving the girls such a great opportunity on Tuesday. I 
gather from Phil that the session was really interesting and thought provoking.  
He tells me that the girls really enjoyed it.”   

- Sarah Ferguson, SkillForce, London | Feb 2017

“A very big thank you for taking the helm as our first Think Tank speaker. It 
was a fantastic event, and was great to see everyone getting so involved and 
clearly engaging with what was being discussed which led to some interesting 
Q&A debate. It was brilliant to see how everyone interacted with the bridge 
building exercise, it was quite the competition.”  

- Sarah Freeman, EP Magazine, London | March 2017

“I have received many good comments towards the workshop from the 
participants, especially for Atul's speech and the team exercise at the end.” 

- Mengyue Li, London School of  Economics, London | Nov 2017

I just wanted to say that last night was a big success, the group got a great deal 
from the workshop and the messages were clearly very well delivered and 
received.             - Natalie Walker, Gordon Dadds LLP, Cardiff  | Oct 2017

“Our students really appreciated the training and we would like to have another 
workshop conducted by you.”    - DPM School, Sitamarhi, India | Aug 2017

“The entire session was truly enjoyable. We extend our gratitude to Atul Pant.” 
- Himalayan Public School, India | Dec 2016

I don’t have words to express our gratitude for all the time, effort, support, and 
mentoring you give for transforming education in our village school. Children 
belonging to the underprivileged community have got exposed to emerging 
trends such as robotics, animation, 3D, and various life skills needed for the 
21st-Century. Senior students really look forward to your remote-mentoring 
sessions. This has also been a very enriching and fulfilling experience for me 
personally Thank you!     - Amit Tiwari, SDSN, Raebareli, India | Jan 2018



Media Coverage
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While extra-curriculars help develop a 
rounded personality, super-curriculars, 
that are project-based, self-directed, 
deep learning opportunities in a domain, 
help enhance employability.  

Self-directed research by a student on 
CRISPR (gene-editing), or research on 
Quantum Computing, or a project that 
demonstrates a young person’s passion 
and understanding of history, geography, 
geology, literature… these are examples 
of super-curriculars. 

Timeless Lifeskills Clubs, among other 
things, focus on super-curriculars.



For schools and organisations working with less-privileged children, 
Timeless Lifeskills conducts these workshops pro bono. Please get in touch.

Website: www.TimelessLifeskills.org 
Instagram: www.instagram.com/timeless.lifeskills  

Facebook 
English: www.facebook.com/Lifeskills   
Hindi: www.facebook.com/KalateetKaushal

YouTube 
English: www.youtube.com/TimelessLifeskills    
Hindi: www.youtube.com/KalateetKaushal 

For more information please contact:  
Atul Pant, Founder 
Email: atul.pant@TimelessLifeskills.co.uk  
Mobile: +44 7939 69 7327

ABOUT TIMELESS LIFESKILLS 
TLS is a London-based charitable organisation that has been working with the less-

privileged children since 2013. TLS helps children hone skills and dispositions that 
make them Future-Ready (addressing employability in the fast-changing 21st-century) 
and Life-Ready (focussed on health, wellbeing, and joyful living). TLS is working 

with 20+ schools for the less-privileged children in India conducting workshops, 
remote-mentoring sessions, and helping them start life skills Clubs. In the UK, TLS 

has conducted life skills workshops for school students, undergraduate and post-
graduate students, and for senior corporate executives.
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